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1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Let (X, j/ * i]) be a normed linear space and 4 # MC X be a bounded set. 
Let us define the mapping Q,: X -+ 2K by 
QK(x) = {y E K; sug 11 x - k jj = jl x - y 11). 
We call I< a uniquely remotal (U.R.) set, if for all x E X &(x) consists of 
exactly one element. 
The following question seems to be unsolved: Are all (U. 
tons ? 
There are many cases in which this question can be answered a~rmative~y~ 
such as for aI1 finite-dimensional spaces [l]; for compact s s K [l]; for norm- 
continuous QK [2]; and for the Banach spaces c,, and c f In this paper we 
prove that for every normed linear space (X, II * iI> there ts a / * ) norm on 
X, equivalent to I/ . 11, such that all U.R. sets in (X, ! 1 I) are sinrgletons. 
problem for the original norm remains unsolved. 
2. RESJLT~ 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, 1 . I) and (Y, ] * 1) be arbitrary veal normed linear 
spaces with dim X > 0, dim Y > 0, and let Z = X x Y have the norm 
Ilk y>li = maxCl x I, / Y 9. 
Then all U.R. sets in (Z, jj * 11) are singletons. 
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LEMMA. Let p1 , pz E 2, pi = (xi , yi) (i = 1, 2); QK(pj) = Zf = (aj , bj) 
(j = 1,2), 
and 
Cl = II p1 - Q&N = I XI - al I (1) 
C, = II pz - Qd~z)ll = I yz - b, 1. (2) 
Then a, = a3, bl = b, . 
Proof of the Lemma. Let us suppose that C, 3 Cz , and set h = G/C,. 
Introducing the element 
p3 = AP, + (1 - 4 Z, 9 
we have 
and 
llP3-Z2ll =A&= Cl (3)’ 
II P3 - P2 II = (A - 1) c2 = Cl - c2 * 
Using (2) and the definition of QK , 
11~3 - Qx(~3)ll G ll~a - pz II + I/ ~2 - Qd~dl = II ~3 - pz II + G = G . 
By (3), this implies QK(p3) = Z, . By (2) and the definition p3 = (x3, y3), 
Set 
I ~3 - b, I = G . 
For arbitrary Z E K, by (1) and (2), 
IUp4 - Z II < max(l XI - a, !, I y3 - b, I> = G . 
At the same time 
II P4 - z1 II 2 I XI - a, I = CI, 
and 
/I ~4 - zz II 3 I ~3 - b, I = Cl. 
So we have QK(p4) = z1 and QK(pg) = z2. 
As QK(p4) is a singleton z, = z2 9 and the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose I< is a U.R. set in (2, /j * 11) which is not a 
singleton. First we show that there exist points g, , p2 in Z and points z, , 2% 
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in K such that Q,&) = z, $; z2 = Q&J&. Otherwise we would have 
Q,(z) = z for all z E K, contradicting our assumption that K is not a singte- 
toll. 
Using our lemma we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
/‘pi-&/I = jx(-ail (i = 1, 2). 
If there were a point p = (A’, y) in Z with QK(p) = (a, 6) and 
lip - QK(P)II = ! Y - b I, 
then, by the lemma, z, = Qg(p) = z, , contradicting the above. So we have 
lip - QAP)II = I X - a I (41 
whenever p = (X, y), Qx(p) = (a, b). But taking p = (0, y) with j y / 3 
3 supzEK /j z //, we have 
for all (a, b) E K, contradicting (4). This proves Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let (X, Ij -11) be a reaE normed linear space. Then there exists 
a norm / * j or2 X, equivalent to /j . /I, such that all U.R. sets in (X, 1 * i) are 
singletom. 
Proof. If dim X = 1, our theorem is trivial. 
If dim X 2 2, let fs (X, Ij * !I)*, f + 0. Then there exists x” E X with 
Ad= x-&x ! “;xEX: i 
N = (cx; c E R). 
Then M, N are closed linear subspaces of X, and 






llfll .- ---x* ~llx*ll if(x*)l -llx//* 
f(x*> 
These inequalities show that 
/ x j = max f(x) * x-f(x">x I! II 
f(x) * 
q@qx = maxtll ~dx)ll, II MAW 
is a norm, equivalent to Ij - I[. Here P,(P,) denotes the projection operator 
P,: X-+ M, with ker P, = N (PN: X -+ N, with ker PN = M). So, (X, 1 - I) 
can be regarded as the direct sum of (M, jl * 11) and (N, /I * II). 
By Theorem 1, all U.R. sets in (X, ) . I) are singletons. 
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